
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Member: Members are people who establish the trust and set out the constitution of the school, through signing 

its memorandum and articles of association. They can appoint and dismiss directors/governors 

Director: Directors are the people who set the strategic direction for the MAT and are accountable to the 

Secretary of State for the performance of the schools within it. They are also governors and trustees but are 

referred to here as Directors to distinguish them from the members of the Local Governing Body 

Local governing bodies: these are the people who oversee different functions of schools within the trust, 

depending on the responsibility delegated to them by Directors 

Local Authority Maintained School:  the majority of state schools are maintained schools. This means they are 

overseen, or 'maintained', by the Local Authority. These schools must follow the national curriculum and national 

teacher pay and conditions. There are four main types of maintained schools 

DfE: The Department for Education is responsible for children’s services and education, including higher and 

further education policy, apprenticeships and wider skills in England. The department is also home to the 

Government Equalities Office. They work to provide children’s services and education that ensure opportunity is 

equal for all, no matter what their background or family circumstances 

Multi-academy Trust: a multi-academy trust is a single trust responsible for a number of academies. The MAT 

consists of the members and the trustees. The members are akin to the shareholders of a company 

Convertor Academy: Converter academies are successful schools that have chosen to convert to academies in 

order to benefit from the increased autonomy academy status brings. They were introduced in 2010 as part of 

the Coalition government's plan to broaden the academy programme and eventually enable all schools to 

become academies 

Sponsored Academy:  A formerly maintained school that has been transformed to academy status as part of a 

government intervention strategy. They are consequently run by a Government-approved sponsor. They are 

sometimes referred to as traditional academies. 

“Flat” MAT: A “Flat” Multi Academy Trust is where each school has representation at board level and is led not by 

a CEO or hierarchical structure but by a collaboration of school leaders from each school. 

Education MAT - A multi-academy trust formed by schools with a similar vision, ethos and ambition for 

continuous improvement with the focus on managing resources in order to maintain highest standards of 

education for pupils without generating income or increasing resources in line with a business model.  

Business MAT - A multi-academy trust formed to raise standards in education whilst also generating income and 

increasing resources in line with a business model. 

Stakeholders: a person with an interest or concern in something, especially a business. In this set of 

circumstances anyone with an interest or concern linked to the school 

 

 


